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S5.30: 55  united nations monetary and financial conference
S5.30: 56  dumbarton oaks documents on international organization
S5.30: 57  conference at Bretton woods prepare plans for international finance
S5.30: 58  questions and answers on the Dumbarton oaks proposals
S5.30: 59  conference of allied ministers of education
S5.30: 60/945 dumbarton oaks documents on international organization
S5.30: 61  dumbarton oaks proposals
S5.30: 62  what the Dumbarton oaks peace plan means
S5.30: 64  international civil aviation conference
S5.30: 65  positive approach to an enduring peace
S5.30: 66  the united nations Dumbarton oaks proposals for a general international organization
S5..30: 67  the place of Bretton woods in economic collective security
S5.30: 68  united nations will write charter for world organization
S5.30: 69  the economic basis for lasting peace
S5.30: 70  blueprint for world civil aviation
S5.30: 73  conference inside story
S5.30: 74  charter of the united nations
S5.30: 74/rep charter of the united nations
S5.30: 77  for peace and future prosperity
S5.30: 79  moscow meeting of foreign ministers
S5.30: 80  “the defenses of peace”
S5.30: 82  report of the united states delegation to the first part of the first session of the general assembly of the
united nations, London, England
S5.30: 85  report of the delegation of the united states of America to inter-american conference on problems of
war and peace
S5.30: 86  paris meeting of foreign ministers
S5.30: 87  paris conference of foreign ministers
S5.30: 88  report of the west indian conference second session
S5.30: 89  participation of the united states government in international conferences
S5.30: 90  report on the paris peace conference
S5.30: 91  international health conference
S5.30: 93  third session of the council of foreign ministers
S5.30: 94  third inter-american conference on agriculture
S5.30: 95  participation of the united states government in international conferences
S5.30: 97  first session of the general conference of unesco
S5.30: 98  council of foreign ministers the Moscow meeting
S5.30: 99  inter-american conference of experts on copyright
S5.30: 101  twenty-eighth (maritime) session international labor conference
S5.30: 104  international health security in the modern world
S5.30/z: c76v.1 proceedings of the eight American scientific congress
S5.32: Ac8  final act of the inter-american conference on agriculture
S5.32: R29  report of the delegates of the united states of America to the inter-American conference on agriculture
S5.33: R29  report of the international commission of inquiry into the existence of slavery and forced labor in the
republic of Liberia
S5.34: R29  sixth pan american child congress
S5.39: P94  10th international congress of military medicine and pharmacy
S5.42: M51/943-2 united nations conference on food and agriculture
S5.39: R29/v.1  tenth international congress of military medicine and pharmacy
S5.39: R29/v.2  tenth international congress of military medicine and pharmacy
S5.42: Ae8  international convention relating to the regulation of aerial navigation
5.42: R11 regulations for the international radioelectric service of air navigation
5.47: An4/945 report of the anglo-american Caribbean commission to the governments of the united states and great Britain
5.48: Am3 the american citizen’s stake in the progress of less developed areas of the world
5.48: T91 25 years of UNESCO...twenty-five successful projects
5.48: Un3/12 questions and answers about UNESCO
5.50: H31 union international des telecommunications region 2
5.50: R11 inter-American radio agreement
5.50/2: D36 united states defense industry guide for conducting business with nato organizations and member countries
5.48: Am3/2 the American interest in... UNESCO
5.48: As4/2/Supp. Paths of action toward Asian-American understanding and cooperation
5.48: H88/4 human rights day
S1.69: 115 a career the department of state in Washington d.c.
S6.20: Ag8 education and research in agriculture and home economics in the united states
S6.20: F76 forest products laboratory
S6.20: F76fo forests and forestry in the united states
S6.20: F76s the study of forestry
S6.20: F76u the united states forest service
S6.20: L75 live-stock industry of the united states
S6.20: P96 the bureau of public roads and its exhibit
S6.20: w37 the united states weather bureau
S6.21: Ib3 general regulations of the ibero-american exposition
S5.30: 71 charter of the united nations report to the president on the results of the san Francisco conference by the chairman of the united states delegation, the secretary of state
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S5.29: C76 international conference on safety of life at sea
S5.29: r29 international conference on safety of life at sea
S5.230: 47 achievements of the second meeting of the foreign ministers of the american republics
S5.30: 2 london naval treaty of 1930
S5.30: 3 london naval conference
S5.30: 4 london naval conference
S5.30: 5 international technical consulting committee on radio communications
S5.30: 6 proceedings of the London naval conference of 1930 and supplementary documents
S5.30: 7 report of the preparatory commission for the disarmament conference
S5.30: 8 inter-American congress of rectors, deans, and educators in general
S5.30: 9 opinions expressed by the international technical consulting committee on radio communication
S5.30: 10 conference on the limitation of the manufacture of narcotic drugs
S5.30: 11 ninth international dairy congress
S5.30: 12 report on sixth international congress of military medicine and pharmacy
S5.30: 13 american delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and american representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data
S5.30: 14 report of the commission to study the proposed highway to Alaska
S5.30: 15 international radiotelegraph conference
S5.30: 16 inter-American conferences
S5.30: 17 american delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and american representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data
S5.30: 18 some of the results of the Montevideo conference
S5.30: 19 seventh international conference of American states
American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

International radio consulting committee

Report of the delegates of the United States of America to the Pan American Commercial Conference

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

The London Naval Conference

Opening address to the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace

The accomplishments of the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace

The results and significance of the Buenos Aires Conference

Pan American Institute of Geography and History

The practical accomplishments of the Buenos Aires Conference

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

Addresses and statements by the Honorable Cordell Hull

Report on Eighth International Congress of Military Medicine and Pharmacy

Report of the delegation of the United States of America to the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Peace

The Associated Country Women of the World

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

Joint preparatory committee on Philippine affairs

Joint preparatory committee on Philippine affairs

Joint preparatory committee on Philippine affairs

Joint preparatory committee on Philippine affairs

The Conference of Brussels

Eleventh International Dairy Congress

International telecommunications conferences Cairo

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

International Radio Consulting Committee

Fourth International Conference on Private Air Law

Addresses and statements by the Honorable Cordell Hull

Report of the delegate of the United States of America to the meeting of the foreign ministers of the American republics

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

The Chaco Peace Conference

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

Report of the delegation of the United States of America to the Eighth International Conference of American States

American delegations to international conferences, congresses and expositions and American representation on international institutions and commissions with relevant data

United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture

First session of the Council of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
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S4.10: L112  united states consular reports labor in Europe
S4.10: L113  united states consular reports labor in Europe
S4.12: 898  review of the worlds commerce
S4.12: 895.96  review of the worlds commerce
S4.10: L114  consulate reports labor in foreign countries
S5.8: R292  inter continential railway commission
S5.8: R293  intercontinental railway commission
S5.8: R294  intercontinental railway commission
S5.8: R295  intercontinental railway commission
S5.8: R296  intercontinental railway commission
S5.8: R297  inter continential railway commission
S5.9/1: M66  minutes of the international American conference
S5.9: R292  international American conference reports of committees and discussions thereon
S5.9: R293  international American conference reports of committees and discussions thereon
S5.9: R294  international American conference reports of committees and discussion thereon
S5.91: R295  international American conference reports of committees and discussion thereon
S5.95: In8  report of the delegates of the united states of America to the fifth international conference of American states
S5.9/5: Iu8/928  report of the delegates of the united states of America to the sixth international conference of American states
S5.9/5: In8/933  report of the delegates of the united states of America to the seventh international conference of American states
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S5.91:R291  International American conference reports and recommendations
S5.9/5: In8u  verbatim record of the plenary sessions of the fifth international conference of American states
S5/[13]: Ex7  brief explanation to accompany certain suggestions of the united states of America
S5.142: 12  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142:14  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142:15  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142:16  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142:17  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142:110  proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S.142:111 proceedings of the second pan American scientific congress
S5.142: F49  second pan American scientific congress
S5.216:1  conference of the limitation of armament
S5.216:3  conference on the limitation of armament
S5.23: In3  report of the delegates of the united states of America to the third pan American scientific congress
S5.23: R29  pan American congress of highways
S5.24: 926  final act of the preliminary conference on oil pollution of navigable waters (and annex)
S5.24: 9261  preliminary conference on oil pollution of navigable waters
S5.25: C64  international radiotelegraph conference of Washington: 1927
S5.25: D738  french&English international radiotelegraph conference of Washington proposals of the united states of America
S5.25: D783  spanish&English international radiotelegraph conference of Washington proposals of the united states of America
S5.25:P94  proposals for the international radiotelegraph conference of Washington
supplement no.1 to the book of proposals for the international radiotelegraph conference of Washington
supplement no.2
supplement no.3
supplement no.4
supplement no.5
supplement no.7
international radiotelegraph convention
interamerican committee on electrical communications
documents of the committee for the study of code language
documents of the committee for the study of code language
documents of the committee for the study of code language
documents of the committee for the study of code language
documents of the committee for the study of code language
documents of the committee for the study of code language
delegation of the united states of America to the international telegraph conference of brussels
international civil aeronautics conference
international civil aeronautics conference
report of the delegates of the united states to the pan-american scientific congress held at Santiago, chile, December 25, 1908, to January 5, 1909
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american and Panamanian central claims
special Mexican claims commission
arbitration between the united states and Canada
american- Turkish claims settlement
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
cotton goods trade the world
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
commercial relations of the united states
reports from the consuls of the united states
general index to consular reports
the sugar-beet industry of bohemia
special consular reports
special consular reports
special consular reports
special consular reports
australian sheep and wool
special consular reports
special consular reports
special consular reports
special consular reports GAS in foreign countries
S4.92: F51 special consular reports
S4.92: P83 special consular reports
S4.92: Ol4 special consular reports olive culture in the alpes maritimes
S4.92: M74 money and prices in foreign countries
S4.92: St8 special consular reports streets and highways in foreign countries
S4.92: St2 special consular reports
S4.92: R25 special consulate reports
S4.10: F76 forestry in Europe 1887
S4.9a: Z6 zinc industry in mexico
S4.92: v17 special consular reports
S4.9a: T17 special consular reports
S5.2: Ar2/English fifteenth international congress of architects
S5.2: T75 preliminary announcement fourth international congresses on tropical medicine and malaria
S5.7: 2R29 report of the American delegation
S5.8:m66 minutes of the intercontinental railway commission
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S3.33: R29 american and british claims arbitration
S3.342: P94 proceedings of the united states- Mexican commission convened in mexico city, may 14. 1923
S3.346: 927 claims commission united states and mexico
S3.346: 928 claims commission united states and mexico
S3.346: 929 claims commission united states and mexico
S3.346: 930 claims commission united states and mexico
S3.34/6: 931 claims commission united states and mexico
S3.346: 926-931 special claims and commission united states and mexico
S3.36: c44 report of the commission on extraterritoriality in china
S3.35: Op3 in the matter of the arbitration between the republic of chile and the republic of peru, with respect to the unfulfilled provisions of the treaty of peace of October 20, 1883, under the protocol and supplementary act signed at Washington july 20,1922
S3.371: 926-930 report of Robert w. bonyng
S3.372: R292 tripartite claims commission
S3.38: c76 the international conference of American states on conciliation and arbitration
S3.38: In7 proceedings of the commission of inquiry and conciliation Bolivia and Paraguay
S3.38: p94 proceedings of the international conference of American states on conciliation and arbitration
S3.39: 2 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 22 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 23 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 24 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 25 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 2/6 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 27 “I’m alone” case
S3.39: 3 shufeldt claim
S3.39: 41 salem claim
S3.39: 42 salem claim
S3.39: 43 salem claim
S3.39: 44 salem claim
S3.39: 4/5v.1 salem claim
S3.39: 4/5v.2 salem claim
S3.39: 46 salem claim
S3.3951 arbitration
S3.39: 52 arbitration
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I29.2: G76/19 the sustainable grand canyon workshop
I29.2: G79/5 great kills park staten island unit gateway
I29.2: G79/7 great kills park staten island unit gateway
I29.2: G79/6 great basin national park Nevada
I29.2: G79/8 an invitation to participate environmental analysis
I29.2: H12 hagerman fossil beds
I29.2: H23/3 harpers ferry national historical park business plan
I29.2: H23/news.3 harpers ferry national historical park
I29.2: H42/2/v.1 preserving our natural heritage
I29.2: H42/2/v.2 preserving our natural heritage
I29.2: H42/2/v.3 preserving our natural heritage
I29.2: H42/3 southwest region parks protecting cultural heritage
I29.2: H42/6 heritage trails
I29.2: H53 the highland lakes of texas
I29.2: H42/7 u.s. world heritage states
I29.2: H62 glimpses of historical areas east of the mississippi river
I29.2: H62/15 cyclical maintenance for historic buildings
I29.2: B38/10 beware bears
I29.2: H62/69 the national historic landmarks program the section 8 report on threatened and damaged landmarks
I29.2: H62/30 the national historic landmarks program building condition assessment reports
I29.2: H62/31 the national historic landmarks program common questions and answers
I29.2: H62/24/991 historic listing of national park service officials
I29.2: H62/36 historic Arkansas river and rail conservation corridor
I29.2: H62/55 the secretary of the interior’s standards for the treatment of historic properties 1992
I29.2: H62/38 historic cultural land use study of lower cape cod
I29.2: H78/2 rock creek park
I29.2: H88 decision on the Hudson
I29.2: H93 hurricane Andrew, 1992 the national park service response in south florida
I29.2: IL 6/4 illinois river
I29.2: IM7 the impacts of rail-trails
I29.2: IM7/EXEC.SUM. the impacts of rail-trails
I29.2: In2/8 mount etna iron furnace complex
I29.2: In2/9/draft Indiana dunes national lakeshore/Indiana
I29.2: In2/10 indiana dunes national lakeshore/ Indiana
I29.2: In2/10/draft Indiana dunes national lakeshore/ Indiana
I29.2: In2/11 recommendations of the large industrial artifact advisory panel
I29.2: In2/13 america’s industrial heritage
I29.2: In2/14 indiana dunes national lakeshore/ Indiana
I29.2: P58/4 pictured rocks resource report
I29.2: IL6/998 illinois and Michigan canal
I29.2: In2/15 juniata river corridor
I29.2: IN2/18 indiana dunes
I29.2:IN2/19 national design competition
I29.2: In8/7 interpretation
natural resource inventory & monitoring in national parks
ferns and flowering plants of isle royale michigan
jackson hole bear country
baratria preserve unit jeff Lafitte
jewel cave national monument
wet areas in jewel cave
historic American buildings survey/historic American engineering record
joshua tree national monument
rocky mountain region
national mall junior ranger activity booklet
maggie l.walker national historic site
recreation study
with fire and sword
draft reconnaissance survey ka iwi shoreline study
the john f. kennedy center for the performing arts
proposed Keweenaw national historic park Michigan
PART 1: objectives, methods, and summaries of baseline studies
part ii: ethnohistorical studies
part ii: analysis of the physical remains
part iv: interpretation of the archaeological record
lake Meredith and alibates flint quarries
lake chelan
national historic landmarks
national park service housing
america's landscape legacy
federal lands-to-parks program and historic surplus property program
National historic landmarks
land and water conservation fund
national park service land and water conservation fund
Lincoln home national historic site
abraham Lincoln research and interpretive center
little river canyon
we've come back for a little look around
manassas second battle of manassas
the Meramec greenway
metals in america's historic buildings
amidst ancient monuments
mountain home
micronesia resources study
mission 66 visitor centers
mount rainier national park
101 common mosses, liverworts and lichens of the Olympic peninsula
records of mount rainier national park
mojave
museum curatorship in the national park service
I29.2: C31/3  national cave and karst research institute study report to congress
I29.2: C37  a charming field for an encounter
I29.2: C42/4  c and o canal
I29.2: C42/5  national park service
I29.2: C42/6  farming along the Chesapeake and Ohio canal, 1828-1971
I29.2: C49/3/933-42  the civilian conservation corps and the national park service, 1933-1942
I29.2: C49/4/wkbk  planning workbook comprehensive management plan
I29.2: C49/5  the civil war at a glance
I29.2: C49/6  study of civil war sites in the Shenandoah valley of Virginia
I29.2: C49/7  u.s.s. cairo
I29.2: C49/8  civil rights in america: a framework for identifying significant sites
I29.2: C53  buried dreams the rise and fall of a clam cannery on the Katmai coast
I29.2: C54/3  the life of Clara Barton: a chronology, 1821-1912
I29.2: C62  clothing for ladies and gentlemen of higher and lower standing
I29.2: C71/4/v.1  colonial national historical park/ Virginia
I29.2: C71/4/v.2  colonial national historical park/ Virginia
I29.2: c71/4/v.3  colonial national historical park/ Virginia
I29.2: C71/6  resource/boundary evaluation for lands adjacent to
I29.2: C81  coronado expedition
I29.2: C85/5/draft  alternatives for expansion of craters of the moon national monument
I29.2: C85/5/map  alternatives for expansion of craters of the moon national monument
I29.2: C85/6  management alternatives and reconnaissance survey
I29.2: C85/7/draft  craters of the moon national monument Idaho
I29.2: C85/8  craters of the moon national monument Idaho
I29.2: C89/4  celebration of cultures
I29.2: C89/5  cultural heritage programs and projects
I29.2: C89/6  preventing cultural resources destruction
I29.2: C89/11  cultural resources strategic plan
I29.2: C89/11/Let.  United States department of the interior
I29.2: C89/11/Let.  Cultural resources programs
I29.39: C92/4  Curecanti
I29.2: C92/3  curecanti
I29.2: D33  study of alternatives
I29.2: D3b  American defenders of land sea & sky
I29.2: D36/2  american defenders of land sea & sky
I29.2: D37/8  delaware water gap national recreation area
I29.2: D37/6  delaware water gap
I29.2: D43/3  denver service center
Desoto National Memorial Florida
Planning-design-construction sequence
Lower Delaware River
Development by park
Standing Witness Devils Tower National Monument: A History
The Economic Impacts and Uses of Long-Distance Trails
“Where we found a whale”
Frederick Douglass
East Broad Top Railroad
Study of Alternatives
Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka
Ebeys Landing
Success in the Making
Renewing Our Education Mission
Effigy Mounds
Findings and Recommendations
The Perpetual March
El Malpais
El Malpais National Monument
Endangered Species in the National Parks
Enjoy Them at a Distance
Historic American Engineering Record
Floating the Escalante River
Fairs, Festivals, and Fun
Ancient Cultures of the Asiatic Eskimos
From Farming Village to Log Hut City: Morristown during the American Revolution 1779-1780
South Florida National Parks Coordinated Management Framework Draft
The Fitzpatrick Homestead
A Heritage of Fishing: The National Park Service Recreational Fisheries Program
Color Country Fire
A Clash of Cultures
My Forefathers Are Still Walking with Me
Fort Davis Junior Ranger Program
Fort Necessity National Battlefield
Fort Scott
Archaeological Assessment for Fort Smith National Historic Site
Preserving the Mystery
Fort Stanwix
Colorado Rockies
Vegetation Landscape Management
Utilities Landscape Management
Site Development Landscape Management
Fossil Butte
Fort Scott
Archaeological Assessment for Fort Smith National Historic Site
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial
Friendship Hill
Fruita’s Historic Orchards
Planning for the Future
Alaska Goldrush National Historic Landmarks
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I28.151: D44 principal deposits of strategic and critical minerals in Arizona
I28.151: Id1 bureau of mines special report
I28.151: M66/2 Principal mineral areas
I28.151: m56 recycled metals in the united states
I28.155: MLA 12-92/PL.1 mineral commodities
I28.151: R24 criteria for abandoned mine reclamation: regional planning to develop project guidelines in the blacklick creek watershed, Pennsylvania
I28.151: R24/maps land reclamation objects
I28.151: ST2 statistical compendium
I28.151: 12-94 a cost comparison of selected us and Indonesian coal mines
I28.151: r23/sum executive summary of the bureau of mines investigations in the valdez creek mining district Alaska
I29.2: AR2123 arches national park Utah
I28.151/2: 987 technical highlights mining research 1987
I28.173: 991/1 coincident and leading indexes for the primary metals industry
I28.173: 991/2 coincident and leading indexes for the primary metals industry
I28.173: 991/3 coincident and leading indexes for the primary metals industry
I29.2: B48/9 recreational river use management plan big bend national park
I29.2: B52 recordings of the symposium on biosphere reserves
I29.2: B54 biscayne national park
I29.2: B52/3 resource topics for parklands biological diversity
I29.2: B56/4 resource/ boundary evaluation
I29.2: B62/4/996 blue ridge music center blue ridge parkway
I29.2: B62/Trees blue ridge parkway
I29.2: B62/5 visual character of the blue ridge parkway
I29.2: B65 boston african american national historic site
I29.2: B76/3 bridge of friendship
I29.2: B63 safe fun safe water
I29.2: B56/5 blackstone river valley
I29.2: c11 resource assessment
I29.2: B96/992 doing business with the national park service
I29.2: B86/10 management districts boxley valley buffalo national river Arkansas
I29.2: C16/4 canyonlands national park
I29.2: B84/4/993 bryce canyon national park
I29.2: c14/2 cambria iron canopy
I29.2: Ar4/2 uss arizona memorial
I29.2: c16/5 illinois and michigan canal state trial
I29.2: C18/6 careers with the national park service a place with a future
I29.2: C119/4/SPAN las ciencias de la vida
I29.2: C22 the most splendid carpet
I29.2: C24 draft alternatives briefing booklet for public involvement october 1991
I29.2: C26/4 casa grande ruins
I29.2: B86/2/941 historic american buildings survey
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I28.3: 687 methane control research: summary of results, 1964-80
I28.3: 688 utilization and stabilization of mineral wastes
I28.3: 689 thermodynamic properties of sulfide
I28.3: 690 bureau of mines development of titanium production technology
I28.3: 691 lithium and its recovery from low-grade Nevada clays
I28.3: 692 an appraisal of minerals availability for 34 commodities
I28.3: 696 thermodynamic properties of carbides, nitrides, and other selected substances-USBM Bull, 696
I28.5/2: 753 new publications – bureau of mines
I28.16/2: m66 mining and mineral operations in the united states
I28.23: 8126 strength of cemented hydraulic sandfill modified by flocculants
I28.23: 8138 seismic equipment used in rock-burst control in the Coeur d’alene mining district, Idaho
I28.23: 8148 calibration models for geophysical borehole logging
I28.23: 8191 dust control studies using scale models of coal mine entries and mining machines
I28.23: 8192 locating miners in smoke filled mine openings with infrared imagers
I28.23: 8193 field measurements and corresponding finite-element analysis of closure during shaft sinking at the lucky Friday mine
I28.23: 8197 dewatering and densification of coal waste by direct current-laboratory tests
I28.23: 8200 gas diffusion membrane electrode to determine so2 in presence of so3
I28.23: 8447 atmospheric corrosion resistance of steels prepared from the magnetic fraction of urban refuse
I28.23: 8506 measurement of blas-induced ground vibrations and seismograph calibration
I28.23: 8507 structure response and damage produced by ground vibration from surface mine blasting
I28.27: 8709 coal mine illumination
I28.37/2: C33/934 cement (detailed statistics)
I28.37/2: C63/934 coal (detailed statistics)
I28.37a: G21/934 natural gas (detailed statistics)
I28.37a: G56/934 gold and silver (detailed statistics-general report)
I28.37a: G56a/934 gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in Arizona
I28.37a: G56c/934 gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in California
I28.37a: G56i/934 gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in Idaho
I28.37a: G56m/934 gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in Montana
I28.37a: G56n/934 gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada
I28.37/a: G212/934 natural gasoline
I28.37a: L629/934 lime (detailed statistics)
I28.37a: O14/934 ore concentration
I28.37a: P44/934 crude petroleum and petroleum products
I28.37a: S56/934 sand and gravel
I28.37/a: S72/934 summary of mineral production
I28.37/a: S72/934 stone
I28.156: C79/2 the copper industry of the u.s.s.r: problems, issues, and outlook
I28.37/2: AF8/2/Figure3 international strategic minerals inventory summary report: a regional assessment of selected mineral commodities in subequatorial Africa
I28.37/z: AF8/z/Figure2 simplified geological map of subequatorial Africa
I28.37/A: AB84/993 abrasive materials
I28.37/A: AL82/2/993 aluminum, bauxite, and alumina
I28.37/A: AN87/993 antimony
I28.37/a: A515/991 asbestos
I28.37/A: B239/993 barite
I28.37/A: B463/991 beryllium
I28.37/A: B645/993 boron
I28.37/A: B788/993 bromine
I28.37/A: C114/992 cadmium
I28.37/A: c126/2/991 calcium and calcium compounds
I28.37/A: C332/993 cement
I28.37/A: C468/2/993 chromium
I28.37/A: c579/993 clays
I28.37/A: c632/993 cobalt
I28.37/A: c723/2/993 columbium (niobium) and tantalum
I28.37/A: c766/993 construction sand and gravel
I28.37/A: c793/993 copper
I28.37/A: f333/2/991 feldspar, nepheline syenite, and aplite
I28.37/A: f673/993 fluorspar
I28.37/A: g284/993 gemstones
I28.37/A: g317/992 germanium
I28.37/A: g563/16/993 gold
I28.37/A: g767/993 graphite
I28.37/A: g998/993 gypsum
I28.37/A: h367/993 helium
I28.37/A: IN2/2/991 indium
I28.37/A: IO2/993 iodine
I28.37/A: IR6/2/993 recycling iron and steel scrap
I28.37/A: IR6/5/993 iron and steel
I28.37/A: IR6/3/993 iron ore
I28.37/A: K98/991 kyanite and related materials
I28.37/A: L469/993 lead
I28.37/A: L629/993  lime
I28.37/A: L713/993  lithium
I28.37/A: m41/992  advanced materials
I28.37/A: m274/6/993  magnesium and magnesium compounds
I28.37/A: m313/993  manganese
I28.37/A: m581/993  mica
I28.37/A: m664/2/993  mining and quarrying trends in the metals and industrial minerals industries
I28.37/A: m739/993  molybdenum
I28.37/A: n73/2/993  nonrenewable organic materials
I28.37/A: n532/993  nickel
I28.37/A: n638/993  nitrogen
I28.37/A: p329/993  peat
I28.37/A: p566/993  phosphate rock
I28.37/A: p696/993  platinum-group metals
I28.37/A: p847/993  potash
I28.37/A: q28/4/991  quartz crystal
I28.37/A: r24/2/993  materials recycling
I28.37/A: r182/993  rare earths
I28.37/A: R24/993  recycling-nonferrous metals
I28.37/A: sa37/993  salt
I28.37/A: SA56/993  industrial sand and gravel
I28.37/A: Sl34/993  silicon
I28.37/A: SI39/3/993  silver
I28.37/A: SlI/993  slag- Iron and steel
I28.37/A: so16/4/993  sodium sulfate
I28.37/A: so16/5/993  soda ash
I28.37/A: st72/2/993  dimension stone
I28.37/A: ST72/3/993  crushed stone
I28.37/A: ST89/992  strontium
I28.37/A: su5/993  sulfur
I28.37/A: SU7/992  survey methods and statistical summary of nonfuel minerals
I28.37/A: t49/993  tin
I28.37/A: t53/993  titanium
I28.37/A: ti43/992  talc and pyrophyllite
I28.37/A: t392/991  thorium
I28.37/A: t834/993  tungsten
I28.37/A: v26/993  vanadium
I28.37/A: w83/991  wollastonite and zeolites
I28.37/A: z66/993  zinc
I28.37/A: z68/993  zirconium and hafnium
I28.37/A: Al1B/992  alabama
I28.37/A: Alis/992  alaska
I28.37/A: AR4  l/992  arizona
I28.37/A2: AR4k/992  arkansas
I28.37/A: c12/992  california
I28.37/A: c71/992  colorado
I28.37/A: c76/992  connecticut
I28.37/A: d37/992  delaware
I28.37/A: F66/992  florida
I28.37/A: g29/992  georgia
I28.37/A: h31/992  hawaii
I28.37/A: ID1/992  idaho
I28.37/A2: il6/99z  illinois
I28.37/A2: in/992  indiana
I28.37/A2: IO/992  iowa
I28.37/A2: k13/992  kansas
I28.37/A2: k41/992  kentucky
I28.37/A2: l93/992  louisiana
I28.37/A2: m28/992  maine
I28.37/A2: m36/992  maryland
I28.37/A2: m38/992  massachusetts
I28.37/A2: m58/992  michigan
I28.37/A2: m66/992  minnesota
I28.37/A2: m69/l/992  mississippi
I28/az: m69o/992  missouri
I28.37/A2: m76/992  montana
I28.37/A2: n27/992  nebraska
I28.37/A2: n41/992  nevada
I28.37/A2: n42h/992  new hampshire
I28.37/A2: n42j/992  new jersey
I28.37/A2: n42m/992  new mexico
I28.37/a2: N42y/992  new York
I28.37/A2: n81c/992  north Carolina
I28.37/Az: N81D/992  north dakota
I28.37/A2: OH3/992  ohio
I28.37/A2: OK4/992  oklahoma
I28.37/A2: OR3/992  oregon
I28.37/A2: p38/992  pennsylvania
I28.37/A2: p96r/3/992  puerto rico
I28.37/A2: r34/992  rhode island
I28.37/A2: so8c/992  south Carolina
I28.37/A2: SO8D/992  south dakota
I28.37/A2: T25/992  tennessee
I28.37/A2: T31/992  texas
I28.37/a2: Un33/988  the mineral industry of the u.s.s.r.
I28.37/A2: UT1/992  utah
I28.37/A2: v59/992  vermont
I28.37/A2: v81/992  virginia
I28.37/A2: W27/992  washington
I28.37/A2: W52v/99z  west Virginia
I28.37/A2: W75/989  wisconsin
I28.37/A2: W75/92  wisconsin
I28.37/A2: w99/992  wyoming
I28.38: 1  summarized data of copper production
I28.38: 2  summarized data of zinc production
I28.38: 3  historical summary of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc produced in California, 1848 to 1926
I28.38: 4  strontium from a domestic standpoint
I28.38: 5  summarized data of lead production
I28.38: 6  summarized data of gold production
I28.38: 7  economics of new sand and gravel developments
I28.38: 8  summarized data of silver production
I28.38: 9  petroleum coke
I28.38: 10  economic relations of silver to other metals in argentiferous ores
I28.38: 11  the economics of strip coal mining
I28.38: 12  economics of crushed-stone production
I28.38: 13  summarized data of tin production
consumption of silver in the arts and industries of the united states
molybdenum
potash
arsenic
statistical analysis of the progress in mechanical cleaning of bituminous coal from 1927 to 1934
the iron and steel industries of Europe
petroleum statistics 1935-1938
trends and seasonal variations in factors influencing domestic motor-fuel demand
international coal trade
international petroleum annual
international petroleum annual
international petroleum annual
international petroleum annual
international petroleum annual
international petroleum annual 1975
bering land bridge
land protection plan bighorn canyon national recreation area national park service united states department of the interior
minerals and materials a bimonthly survey October/November 1987
minerals and materials a bimonthly survey February-march 1988
final environmental statement u.s. department of the interior
minerals and materials a bimonthly survey December 1987- January 1988
bauxite mines worldwide
pollution prevention in mining and mineral processing waste assessments for mines and mills
united states bureau of mines solving national problems
u.s. department of the interior u.s. bureau of mines
from concept to customer: technology transfer at the u.s. bureau of mines
world gold a minerals availability appraisal
mineral investigations in the Juneau mining district, Alaska, 1984-1988
gemstones
chemical industry applications of industrial minerals and metals
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reduction of coal by lithium-ethylenediamine and reaction of model compounds with metal-amine systems
historical documentation of major coal-mine disasters in the united states not classified as explosions of gas or dust: 1846-1962
helium-bearing natural gases of the united states
measurement and significance of the flow properties of coal-ash slag
corrosion properties of titanium and its alloys
x-ray diffraction data for aromatic, hydromatic, and tetrahedral structures of carbon
some statistical techniques for analyzing mine and mineral-deposit sample and assay data
hydrogenation of coal in the batch autoclave
state compensatory provisions for occupational diseases
manganese-copper damping alloys
studies of high-current metallic arcs
storage stability of gasoline
flammability characteristics of combustible gases and vapors
sulfur poisoning of fixed beds of iron catalysts in the fischer-tropsch synthesis
oilfields in the Williston basin in montana, north Dakota, and south Dakota
nature of the carbides of iron
infrared and ultraviolet spectrometric techniques and specta-structure correlations
hydrogenation of coal and tar
analytical methods in mass spectrometry
development of the bureau of mines gas-combustion oil-shale retorting process
characterization of the resin fraction from various low-temperature tar pitches
identification of distillable paraffins, olefins, aromatic hydrocarbons, and neutral heterocyclics from a low-temperature bituminous coal tar
methods of analyzing and testing coal and coke
entertainment carbonization of texas lignite
advances in coal spectrometry
optical properties of coals and graphite
qualitative and quantitative aspects of crude oil composition
yields and analyses of tars and light oils from carbonization of u.s. coals
tunneling: recommended safety rules (revision of bulletin 439)
mineral resources and industries of Arkansas
cold-mold arc melting and casting
fluorine micas
x-ray studies of coals and carbonaceous materials
carbon magnetic resonance spectra of monosubstituted pyridines
prereduced iron ore pellets: preparation, properties, utilization
interstitial compounds as fuel cell catalysts: their preparative techniques and electrochemical testing
reduction of air pollutants from gas burner flames
the chemical thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons and related substances
thermodynamic, electrical, physical, and compositional properties of seeded coal combustion products
blasting vibrations and their effects on structures
the proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of pyridines
computer simulation of particulate systems
sulfur compounds in crude oil
storage stability of gasoline
coal composition, coal plasticity, and coke strength
mica beneficiations
low-temperature lignite tar: processing and utilization
a study of the carbon dioxide-carbon reaction by oxygen exchange
microseismic techniques for monitoring the behavior of rock structures
chemical thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons and related substances
contributions to the data on theoretical metallurgy
the electroslag melting process
comminution by the attrition grinding process
automobile disposal a national problem
mineral industries of china-1992
thermodynamic properties of elements and oxides
the inductoslag melting process
thermodynamic properties of halides
mineral facts and problems
conventional versus devoloping processes of phosphatic clay disposal: a technical evaluation
thermodynamic data for mineral technology
sulfur construction materials
pacific manganese nodules: characterization and processing
investigation of fire and explosion accidents in the chemical, mining, and fuel-related industries a manual
dewatering of mineral waste using the flocculant polyethylene oxide
recovery of tungsten from searless lake brines by an ion-exchange process
I28.3: 683  resource recovery from municipal solid waste
I28.3: 684  bureau of mines research on recycling scrapped automobiles
I28.3: 685  dielectric separation of minerals
I28.3: 686  the citrate process for flue gas desulfurization
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I28.3: 504  fluid flow through packed and fluidized systems
I28.3: 505  studies of the extraction and coking of coal and their significance in relation to its structure
I28.3: 506  carbonizing properties
I28.3: 507  castleman basin, garrett county, MD.
I28.3: 507/Maps maps to accompany bureau of mines bulletin 507
I28.3: 508  acid-mine-drainage problems
I28.3: 509  injury experience in coal mining, 1948
I28.3: 510  carbonizing properties
I28.3: 511  carbonizing properties
I28.3: 512  analyses of foreign coals
I28.3: 513  core drilling at shaft sites of proposed mine-water drainage tunnel
I28.3: 514  american standard safety code for installing and using electrical equipment in and about coal mines
I28.3: 515  coal deposits in the deep river field, chatham, lee, and moore counties, n.c.
I28.3: 516  analyses of tipple and delivered samples of coal
I28.3: 517  barrier pillars in Lackawanna basin, northern field
I28.3: 518  surface-water seepage into anthracite mines in the Lackawanna basin northern field
I28.3: 519  sponge iron and direct-iron processes
static electricity in hospital operating suites
barrier pillars in the western middle field
carbonizing properties
carbonizing properties
visual-arc spectroscopic analyses
injury experience in coal mining, 1949
barrier pillars in the southern field
injury experience in the coking industry, 1951
multiphase-flow theory and the problem of spacing oil wells
low-temperature carbonization assay of coal in a precision laboratory apparatus
mine pumping plants
surface-water seepage into anthracite mines in the western middle field
thermal solution and hydrogenation of green river oil shale
surface-water seepage into anthracite mines in the Wyoming basin northern field
coal-mine bumps
carbonizing properties of American coals
air pollution
barrier pillars in Wyoming basin, northern field
injury experience in coal mining, 1950
explosion-proof design and wiring for permissible mining equipment
contributions to the data on theoretical metallurgy
permisible mine equipment approved to January 1, 1953
bibliography of the fischer-tropsch synthesis and related processes
bibliography of the fischer-tropsch synthesis and related processes
flood prevention in anthracite mines, northern field
flood prevention in anthracite mines, western middle and southern fields
flood prevention in anthracite mines, northern field
injury experience in the coking industry, 1952
injury experience in coal mining, 1951
petrography of American coals
a graphic method of determining the explosibility characteristics of mine-fire atmospheres
the asbestos industry
injury experience in the coking industry, 1953
injury experience in the quarry industry, 1952
corrosive and erosive effects of acid mine waters on metals and alloys for mine pumping equipment and drainage facilities
methods for detecting and determining carbon monoxide
bibliography of bureau of mines health and safety publications January 1947-june1955
injury experience in coal mining, 1952
flood prevention in anthracite mines
zirconium
mine flood prevention and control anthracite region of Pennsylvania
injury experience in the cooking industry, 1954
syllabus of clay testing
injury experience in the quarry industry, 1953
analyses of ash from united states coals
development of the fischer-tropsch oil-recycle process
general properties of low-temperature tar
american statndard recommended practice for drainage of coal mines
low-temperature carbonization assays of north American coals
analyses of Washington coals
micro-seismic method of determining the stability of underground openings
index of oil-shale and shale-oil patents
I28.3: 574/pt.2 index of oil-shale and shale-oil patients
I28.3: 574/3 index of oil-shale and shale-oil patients
I28.3: 575 occurrence and determination of germanium in coal ash from powerplants
I28.3: 576 helium-bearing natural gases of the united states
I28.3: 577 operation of experimental plant for producing alumina from anorthosite
I28.3: 578 synthetic liquid fuels from hydrogenation of carbon monoxide
I28.3: 580 physical chemistry of the fischer-tropsch synthesis
I28.3: 581 index of selected gasification patents
I29.3: 581/p t.2 index of selected gasification patents
I28.3: 581/pt.3 index of selected gasification patents
I28.3: 582 petroleum and natural gas fields in Wyoming
I28.31: 583 a glossary of the diamond-drilling industry
I28.3: 584 contributions to the data on theoretical metallurgy
I28.3: 585 mineral facts and problems
I28.3: 586 historical summary of coal-mine explosions in the united states, 1810-1958
I28.3: 587 design of underground openings in competent rock
I28.3: 588 safety at gas-processing plants
I28.3: 589 introduction to mine ventilating principles and practices
I28.3: 590 control of fires in inactive coal formations in the united states
I28.3: 591 identification of distillable tar acids and tar bases from a low-temperature bituminous coal tar
I28.3: 592 contributions to the data on theoretical metallurgy
I28.3: 593 composition of shale-oil naphtha
I28.3: 594 synthetic cordierite
I28.3: 595 the chemical thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons and related substances
I28.31: 596 the chemical thermodynamic properties of hydrocarbons and related substances
I28.3: 597 pilot-plant studies of the hot-carbonate process for removing carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide
I28.3: 598 kinetics of the reactions of carbon dioxide and steam with coke
I28.3: 599 relative permeability studies: gas-oil and water-oil systems
I28.3: 600 the chemistry and catalytic properties of cobalt and iron carbonyls
I28.3: 602 oxidation of aromatic compounds by bacteria
I28.3: 603 electrostatic separation of granular materials
I28.3: 604 structure and propagation of turbulent Bunsen flames
I28.3: 605 thermodynamic properties of 65 elements-their oxides, halides, carbides, and nitrides
I28.3: 606 properties of compounds in coal-carbonization products
I28.3: 607 west Virginia oilfields discovered before 1940
I28.3: 608 catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbons
I28.3: 609 determination of phenols in coal tars and hydroxyl groups in coal by forming trimethylsilyl ethers
I28.3: 610 plastic, agglutinating and free-swelling properties of American coals
I28.3: 611 oil-shale mining, rife, Colorado, 1944-56
I28.3: 612 carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides of iron as catalysts in the fischer-tropsch synthesis
I28.3: 613 x-ray powder diffraction patterns of solid hydrocarbons, derivatives of hydrocarbons, phenols, and organic bases
I28.3: 614 kinetics of the fischer-tropsch synthesis of iron catalysts